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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING
MULTI-RANK COMMAND SCHEDULING IN
DDR SDRAM MEMORY SYSTEMS

transaction and command ordering algorithm according to

PRIORITY

ing algorithm. Simulations shoW that the aggressive DRAM
transaction and command ordering algorithm according to
the present disclosure could potentially increase the perfor

the present disclosure increases the maximum sustainable
bandWidth by 41% above a moderately intelligent memory
system that implements a round robin bank rotation schedul

This application claims priority from a United States Pro
visional Application ?led on Apr. 18, 2005 and assigned US.
Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/672,364; the entire con
tents of Which are incorporated herein by reference.

mance of bandWidth intensive Workloads up to 40% When

compared against a round-robin bank-rotation scheduling
algorithm that does not account for the bandWidth impact of

tPAW: tRRD and tRTRS
In particular, the algorithm in accordance With the present

BACKGROUND

disclosure is con?gured for being executed by at least one
memory controller for performing the method of command

1. Technical Field
The disclosure relates to DRAM memory systems. In par

scheduling for roW access commands and column access

ticular, the disclosure relates to command scheduling in DDR
SDRAM memory systems.
2. Description of the Prior Art

commands in a multi-rank DDRx memory system having at
least tWo ranks of memory, With each rank having a number of
banks. The method includes decoupling the roW access com

The primary goal in the design of high performance
memory systems is to obtain maximum bandWidth With loW
request access latencies. However, constraints such as data

bus synchronization overhead in DDRx SDRAM devices
memory systems, Where x is an integer greater than or equal
to tWo, and constraints that limit peak poWer in DDR2 and
DDR3 devices Will signi?cantly impact sustainable band
Width in high performance DDRx SDRAM memory systems.
Moreover, While DRAM device datarate increases With each

mands from the column access commands; alternatively
20

umn access commands to eachbank of the number of banks of
a given rank of at least tWo ranks of memory.
25

These and other advantages Will become more apparent
embodiments of the present disclosure With reference to the

every three years, DRAM roW cycle times are only decreasing
30

dif?culty of achieving maximum sustainable bandWidth from
each successive generation of hi gher datarate DDRx SDRAM
devices by increasing the ratio of DRAM roW cycle time to
data transport time. Previous studies have recognized and
examined the importance of DRAM access scheduling but do
not address the issue of data bus synchronization and poWer
limiting constraints in DDRx SDRAM memory systems.
Previous Work in the area of DRAM command scheduling

?gures Wherein:
FIG. 1 illustrates a maximum of four roW activations in any

tFAW time frame according to a prior art memory scheduling

algorithm;
FIG. 2 illustrates a consecutive read command to alternate
35

ranks in DDR3 SDRAM at 1 Gbps according to a prior art

memory scheduling algorithm;
FIG. 3 illustrates a paired roW and column command

scheduling algorithm at 1 Gbps;
FIG. 4a illustrates roW and column command sequences in

examines the impact of data bus synchronization overhead,
Write-to-read turnaround times and roW-to-roW activation
times, but does not address the four-bank-activation WindoW

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

from the folloWing detailed description of the various

neW generation of DDRx SDRAM devices at the rate of 100%

at a rate of 7% per year. Collectively, these trends increase the

scheduling the decoupled roW access commands to different

ranks of memory; and group scheduling the decoupled col

40

a rank hopping algorithm in accordance With the present

disclosure;

limitation of tFAW, nor do any previous studies offer speci?c

FIG. 4b is a block diagram ofa processor associated With a
DDRx SDRAM memory system in accordance With the

algorithms that deal With the con?icting requirements of
these different overheads.

present disclosure; and
45

SUMMARY

FIG. 5 illustrates tWo roW and column command sequences
for a tWo rank, eight banks per rank memory system and a tWo

rank, sixteen banks per rank memory system, respectively,
The present disclosure provides a memory transaction and
DRAM command scheduling algorithm that enables a multi
rank DDRx SDRAM memory system in accordance With the
present disclosure to achieve optimal bandWidth utilization

While fully respecting the timing constraints imposed on the
DDRx SDRAM memory system by tFAW, tRRD and tRTRS.
tRTRS is a timing parameter that represents the data strobe
signal hand-off time. The single parameter tRTRS accounts for
data strobe post-amble time tRPST and the data strobe pre

generated by implementation of a rank hopping algorithm in
accordance With the present disclosure.
50

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

55

To design a high performance DDRx SDRAM memory
controller in accordance With the principles of the present
disclosure, the issue of memory access scheduling is ?rst

amble time tR PR E. The timing parameters tPAW, tR RD, tRPSTand

discussed to address the constraints imposed on DDR2 and

tRPRE are industry standard timing parameters that can be
found in DRAM device datasheets. The DRAM transaction

DDR3 SDRAM memory systems by the data bus synchroni
zation overhead of tRTRS and peak poWer limiting timing
parameters tFAW and tRRD. tRTRS is a timing parameter that
represents the data strobe signal hand-off time. The single
parameter tRTRS accounts for data strobe post-amble time
tRPST and the data strobe pre-amble time tRPRE. The timing
parameters tFAW, tRRD, tRPST and tRPRE are industry standard

and command ordering algorithm according to the present

60

disclosure selects pending memory transactions based on
DRAM bank and rank addresses, then sequences the DRAM
roW activation and column access commands in a speci?c

ordering to minimize the bandWidth impact imposed on the
For example, in a DDR3 SDRAM memory system With a

timing parameters that can be found in DRAM device
datasheets. FolloWing the discussion of memory access

64 bit Wide data bus that operates at 1 Gbps, the DRAM

scheduling, the DRAM transaction and command scheduling

DRAM memory system by tFAW, tRR D and tRTR S.

65
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3
algorithm according to the present disclosure is described,
and the maximum sustainable bandwidth of the algorithm is
illustrated.

TABLE l-continued
Summag of timing parameters

A. Preliminary Information

Value in

Parameter

A.1. Row Buffer Management Policy
Previous studies have shown that single-threaded work

tFAW

with more than 4 banks.

tRAS

tPAW grows worse with relatively constant row cycle times and

tems and tFAW greatly limits the performance of close-page
memory systems. Moreover, the signi?cance of close-page

tR c

restoration in DRAM array. After tRAS,
DRAM bank could be precharged.
Row Cycle. Time interval between

50 ns

in same bank, tRC = tRAS + tRP

tR CD

Row to Column command Delay. Time

10 ns

interval between row access command

20

tRRD

and data ready at sense ampli?ers.
Row activation to Row activation Delay.

10

Minimum time interval between two row
activation commands to same

close-page memory systems is immediate and extreme. As a
tRP

DRAM device. Limits peak current pro?le.
Row Precharge. Time interval that it

10

takes for a DRAM array to be precharged
and readied for another row access.

25

tWR

Write Recovery time. Minimum time
interval between end of write data burst
and the start ofa precharge command.

12 ns

Allows sense ampli?ers to restore data
to cells.

tWTR
30

Write To Read turnaround time. Minimum
time interval between end of write data

10

burst and the start of a column read
command. Allows iW to Rtransition in

internal DRAM datapath.

memory system are summariZed in Table 1 . The values for the

They are used for illustrative purposes and are not to be taken

4O

accesses to different rows

result, the scheduling algorithm according to the present dis
closure is speci?cally targeted for close-page memory sys

timing parameters in Table 1 are projected from presently
available 667 Mbps (333 MHZ, dual datarate) DDR2 devices.

Row Access Strobe. Time interval
between row access command and data

increasing data rates in both open-page and close-page sys

A.2. Timing Parameters
The timing parameters used in this part of the study and the
projected values for a 1 Gbps (500 MHZ) DDR3 SDRAM

48 ns

bank activation may be engaged. Limits
peak current pro?le in DDRx devices

policy and that tFAWimpacts are relatively minor compared to
that of a close-page memory system. However, the impact of

tems to alleviate the impact of the tFAW bank activation win
dow in DDRx SDRAM memory systems. It is envisioned that
the algorithm according to the present disclosure can be
extended to the less-affected open-page memory systems.

Four bank Activation Window. A rolling

example

time frame in which a maximum of four

loads bene?t well from an open-page row buffer management

memory systems is increasing with the emergence of multi
threaded and multi-core processors. In the present study, the
goal is to examine a scheduling algorithm that facilitates the
extraction of maximum bandwidth in tFAWlimited, close-page
memory systems. The rationale for the focus on close-page
memory systems in this study is that the impact of tFAW on

Description

35

A3. Bank Activation Window Limited Memory System

as concrete device parameter values for 1 Gbps DDR3
devices.

To ensure that a commodity DDRx SDRAM device does
not exceed a speci?ed maximum power draw and to limit

TABLE 1

limit the power consumption characteristics in DDR2 and

on-chip noise, timing parameters have been introduced to
40

Summag of timing parameters

DDRx SDRAM devices, tRRD and tFAWhave been de?ned to
specify the minimum time periods for row (bank) activations

Value in

Parameter

Description

tBurst

Data Burst duration. Time period that
data burst occupies on the data bus.
Typically 4 or 8 beats ofdata. In DDR

tCAS

SDRAM, 4 beats of data occupies 2 full
cycles. Also known as tBL.
Column Access Strobe latency. Time

on a given DRAM device. The acronym RRD stands for

example
8 ns

45

10 ns

interval between column access command

50

and data return by DRAM device(s). Also

Command transport duration. Time period

period, at most four row activations to four different banks
can be engaged.

2 ns

that a command occupies on the command

bus as it is transported from the
DRAM controller to the DRAM devices.

55

Column Write Delay. Time interval
between issuance of column write
command and placement of data on data
bus by the DRAM controller.
tRTRS

Rank-To-Rank-Switching time. Used in
DDR, DDR2, and DDR3 memory systems.
Not needed or used in SDRAM memory

illustrated herein.

Precharge commands are not shown in the heavily pipe
lined timing diagrams of FIGS. 1 and 2 in order to simplify the
timing diagrams. FIG. 1 illustrates a prior art algorithm that
issues command in a bank round robin fashion that rotates

through the per-bank queues in a given rank sequentially, then

4 ns

60

moves to the next rank, and FIG. 2 illustrates an alternative

rank round robin prior art scheduling algorithm that rotates

systems. This timing parameter
effectively accounts for the pre-amble
and post-amble times needed by the
DQS strobe signals. 1 full cycle in
DDR SDRAM systems. 2 cycles assumed
for the 1 Gbps DDR3 system

row-to-row activation delay, and FAW stands for four bank
activation window. The timing parameters tRRD and tFAW are
speci?ed in terms of nanoseconds, and FIG. 1 shows that by
specifying tRDD and tPAW in terms of nanoseconds instead of
number of cycles, the minimum spacing between row activa
tion is maintained regardless of operating datarates: on a
given DRAM device, row activations must be scheduled at

least tRRD apart from each other, and within any tFAW time

known as tCL.
tCMD

DDR3 devices with more than four banks per device. In

through per-bank queues by going through all of the rank id’s
for a given bank, then moves to the next bank.
65

In FIGS. 1 and 2, the precharge command is assumed to be
issued via a column-access-and-precharge command. In

open-page memory systems, the precharge command may be

issued separately, but the scheduling algorithm described

US 7,543,l02 B2
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herein in accordance With the present disclosure does not

eight banks internally. N is equal to eight for these devices.

change regardless of Whether the precharge command is

The bank count may be further increased in future DDRx

issued separately from the column-access command. Conse

devices.)

quently, leaving the illustration of the precharge command

Substituting in the projected values for timing parameters
as speci?ed in Table l, the scheduling algorithm according to

out of the timing diagrams does not impact statements made

in regards to the scheduling algorithm.
For close-page memory systems, tRRD and tFAWeffectively

the present disclosure increases the maximum sustainable
bandWidth e?iciency from 66.7% to 94%. The maximum
bandWidth ef?ciency of 94% represents increases of 41% of

limit the maximum sustainable bandwidth to each rank of
memory, irrespective of device datarate. In this case, the

additional bandWidth over the maximum bandWidth ef?cien

maximum bandWidth ef?ciency of a single rank, tFAWlimited
close-page DRAM memory system is (4*tBWSt)/tFAW.

cies of the baseline memory systems.
The key to increasing bandWidth ef?ciency of a multi-rank

A.4. Consecutive Commands to Different Ranks: Data Bus

DDRx SDRAM memory system can be found through an
examination of the respective constraints imposed on a DDRx

Synchronization

SDRAM memory system by tRTRS, tRRD and tPAW. In a DDRx

In all modern DRAM memory systems, consecutive, full
prefetch length, column-read commands or consecutive col
umn-Write commands to the same open roW of the same bank
or to different open roWs of different banks of the same rank

SDRAM memory system With a single rank of memory, roW
activations cannot be scheduled closely to each other because
of tRRD and tFAW, and a dual rank DDRx SDRAM memory
system that alternates column access commands betWeen

can be issued and pipelined consecutively. HoWever, con
secutive column-read commands to different ranks of

20 each access. To minimize the bandWidth impact of tR TR S, tRR D

different ranks incurs the rank sWitching overhead of tR TR 5 for

memory cannot be pipelined consecutively in DDR, DDR2

and tFAW, a high performance DDRx SDRAM memory sys

and DDR3 SDRAM memory systems due to insertion of idle
cycles on the data bus to ensure proper transfer of control of
the source synchronous data strobe signals from one rank of
DRAM devices to another. In the illustrated example, a 2

tem must schedule roW accesses to alternate ranks of memory

25

to avoid the constraints of tRRD and tFAW. Furthermore, to
minimize the bandWidth impact of tR TR S, a high performance
DDRx SDRAM memory system must group schedule col

cycle, 4 ns sWitching time is speci?ed for a hypothetical
DDR3 SDRAM memory system that operates at 1 Gbps (500

umn-read commands to the same rank of memory for as long
as possible. The solution to the bandWidth constraints

MHZ).

imposed by tRTRS, tRRD and tFAW in a high datarate DDRx

FIG. 2 illustrates the timing and command sequence of
consecutive close-page read cycles to alternate ranks of

SDRAM memory system is then a scheduling algorithm that
30 decouples roW access commands from column access com

mands, distributes roW access commands to different ranks of
memory to avoid incurring the constraints of tRRD and tFAW,
and group schedules column-read commands to a given rank

DRAM devices. In FIG. 2, each DRAM access is translated to
a roW-activation command and a column access-and-pre

charge command. FIG. 2 illustrates that the minimum spacing
of tRTRS, the rank-to-rank sWitching time, is needed in
betWeen each pair of column-read commands to alloW one
rank of DRAM devices to release control of data strobe syn
chronization signals and for a different rank of DRAM
devices to gain control of them. In this case, each column

of memory for as long as possible, thus amortizing the rank
35

read access incurs the rank sWitching overhead of tRTRS, and

the maximum sustainable bandWidth ef?ciency of a close
page memory system that alternates memory requests
betWeen tWo different ranks is tBum/ (tBWSt+tR TR S). The com

40

mines hoW long it is possible to group schedule column
access commands to a given rank of memory by queuing
requests from processors to the memory system in each of the
per-bank queues in the memory controller 300 (FIG. 4b). The
ordering Within each per-bank queue is respected, and no
re-ordering occurs Within each per-bank queue, but column
access commands are freely re-ordered betWeen different

pound effects of tR TR 5 and tFAWensure that neither a one-rank
at-a-time nor a simple altemate-rank hopping algorithm can

sustain high bandWidth With ideally pipelined DRAM com
mands. In these cases, either the peak poWer limiting timing
parameters or the rank-to-rank sWitching time Will signi?
cantly impact maximum sustainable bandWidth characteris

sWitching overhead of tRTRS.
The algorithm according to the present disclosure deter

banks.
45

The algorithm according to the present disclosure then
alternates betWeen each rank, picking out roW access com
mands to schedule. As it picks a roW access command from a

given per-bank queue, the column access command behind

tics.

that roW access command becomes the command on top of
50

that per-bank queue. As the scheduling algorithm picks

memory accesses betWeen the tWo ranks of memory Were 55

through the roW access commands from one rank, eventually
all N banks in that rank Will have a column access command
on top (a queue can be empty if there are no pending requests
to that bank). Then, as the algorithm comes around to do
group scheduling of the column accesses, it can grab as many

B. Rank Hopping Scheduling Algorithm
In the previous section, respective maximum sustainable
bandWidth ef?ciencies for a single rank DDRx memory sys
tem and a dual rank DDRx memory system that alternates

Computed as (4 *tBurst)/tFAW and tBurst/(tBurst-l-tRTRs)’ respec'
tively. Substituting in the projected values for timing param

as N column accesses; one from the top of each queue, assum

ing that there are no empty queues. After the group scheduling
of the column access is complete, then all of the queues Will

eters for the 1 Gbps DDR3 SDRAM device speci?ed in Table
l, the maximum bandWidth ef?ciencies is 66.7% for both
cases.

60

In contrast, the DRAM transaction and command sched

memory systems Will have more column accesses per roW
access, so the algorithm can stay on the same ranks for as long
as there are column access commands in any bank of that

uling algorithm according to the present disclosure amortizes
the rank sWitching overhead and increases the maximum
bandWidth ef?ciency for a dual rank memory system to
N*tBWS/(N’I‘tBWStHRTRS), Where N denotes the number of
banks in a given rank of DRAM devices. (It is noted that
DDR2 devices larger than 1 Gbit and all DDR3 devices have

have a roW access command on top of them again (one or
more queues can be empty). It is noted that open-page

rank.
65

The command-pair rank hopping (CPRH) memory trans
action re-ordering and DRAM command scheduling algo
rithm described herein in accordance With the present disclo

US 7,543,102 B2
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sure alleviates the impacts of tPAW and tRTRS simultaneously.
The CPRH memory scheduling approach relies on the basic
principle of round robin access rotation through all of the
banks in a multi-rank memory system. The CPRH algorithm

scheduling the decoupled roW access commands to the dif

ferent ranks of memory; and group scheduling the decoupled
column access commands to each bank of the number of
banks of a given rank of at least tWo different ranks of

super?cially resembles the simpler alternating rank schedul
ever, unlike the alternating rank scheduling Where each col

memory. The scheduling step further includes sWitching to an
alternate rank of the tWo different ranks of memory; and
scheduling the column access commands sequentially to each
of the number of banks of the alternate rank of at least tWo

umn command is a posted CAS command that immediately
folloWs the roW activation command to the same bank, the

different ranks of memory. The alternatively scheduling step
also provides some ?exibility for scheduling the decoupled

column command issued in the command pair algorithm is

column access commands to different ranks of memory, if
folloWing the ?rst decoupled roW access command there is a
sWitch in rank from a ?rst rank of the tWo different ranks of
memory to a second rank of the tWo different ranks of
memory for a subsequent column access command.
The programmable sequence can be stored as a set of

ing illustrated in FIG. 2 in that each roW activation command
is folloWed immediately by a column access command. HoW

issued to a different bank of DRAM arrays. In essence, the

command pair algorithm according to the present disclosure
decouples the roW-activation command and the column
access commands to create the regular scheduling pair of roW
and column commands that mimic the command pairs found
in basic DDRx SDRAM command scheduling algorithms.
The command ordering sequence for the CPRH scheduling

programmable instructions on a computer-readable medium,
such as a CD-ROM, hard drive, diskette, memory card, por

algorithm can be constructed from the basis of a round robin

rotation through the banks. That is, DRAM column accesses
are scheduled to bank 0, bank 1, bank 2, and rotated through

20

sequentially to the (N —l)”’ bank of a given rank of memory,
Where N is the number of banks in a given rank of DRAM
devices. The algorithm then sWitches to bank 0 of the alter
nate rank of memory and the process repeats itself in rotating
through all banks in a tWo rank memory system. Thereafter,
Working backWards from the respective column access com

25

mands, the roW access commands are scheduled to each rank

in alternate ordering. FIG. 3 illustrates the construction and
timing of the CPRH algorithm for a memory system With tWo
ranks of 1 Gbps DDR3 SDRAM devices. FIG. 3 shoWs that
the CPRH algorithm achieves high bandwidth in a tWo rank
DDR3 SDRAM memory system despite the constraints
imposed on the memory system by tRRD, tPAW and tRTRS.
The DRAM command sequence for the command pair

35

40

sequence shoWn in FIGS. 3 and 4a, the command pair algo

45

50

tRRD roW activation constraint does not expose additional

latency in the scheduling of DRAM commands in the
memory system.

The command pair scheduling algorithm according to the
55

(e. g., programmable instructions) capable of being executed

farther apart in a given rank Without impacting the scalability
of maximum bandWidth ef?ciency as long as tRRD does not

gets continue to groW, the trend toWard multi-threaded cores

and chip-level multiprocessors appears to be inevitable.
Memory request streams from these processors Will have
higher access rates and less spatial locality compared to
memory request streams from traditional uniprocessor sys
tems. The higher access rate Will require more bandWidth per

pin from the memory system, and the decreased spatial local
ity property means an increase in the number of roW cycles
per transaction, even in open-page DRAM memory systems.
Both effects of the multi-threaded and multi-processor sys

by at least one memory controller 300 (FIG. 4b) associated

60

tem increase the importance of a close-page, bandWidth opti
miZed DRAM transaction and command scheduling algo
rithms such as the algorithm according to the present
disclosure.

programmable sequence indicative of the command pair
scheduling algorithm according to the present disclosure for
performing command scheduling for roW access commands
and column access commands by decoupling the roW access
commands from the column access commands; alternatively

according to the present disclosure is that as processor fre
quencies and DRAM device data rates increase, the poWer
limitation constraints Will become even more con?ningiroW
activations must be scheduled farther apart from each other in

exceed 2*tBWSt, or tFAW does not exceed 8*tBWSt.
The second trend that favors the scheduling algorithm
according to the present disclosure is that as transistor bud

tWo roW activations to the same rank. In this case, the rank

With a multi-rank DDRx SDRAM memory system 200 for
performing command scheduling for roW access commands
and column access commands in accordance With the present
disclosure in order to provide a technical effect.
That is, the at least one memory controller 300 executes the

even more important as process scaling continues in the

ing to the present disclosure alleviates this poWer constraint
by alloWing the roW activation commands to be scheduled

alternate betWeen different ranks. FIG. 4a shoWs a sequence
that begins With a column access rank sWitch overlapped With

present disclosure is provided in a programmable sequence

algorithm according to the present disclosure Will become

terms of number of cycles. The scheduling algorithm accord

rithm amortiZes the rank sWitching cost of tR TR S and achieves
the theoretical maximum sustainable bandWidth. FIGS. 3 and

sWitching overhead of tR TR S increases the minimum schedul
ing distance betWeen tWo roW activation commands, and the

present disclosure maximiZes sustainable bandWidth of the
memory system While operating Within poWer and system
synchronization constraints of DDR2 and DDR3 SDRAM
devices.
TWo current and ongoing trends ensure that the scheduling

future. The ?rst trend that favors the scaling algorithm

shoWs that While the column access commands are group

411 also reveal a subtle optimiZation to the command pair
algorithm; that is, roW activations do not need to strictly

The combination of poWer limitation and data bus synchro
niZation constraints limits available memory bandWidth in
DDR2 and future DDR3 SDRAM memory systems that do
not adequately account for these bandWidth constraints. The

DRAM command-scheduling algorithm according to the
30

scheduling algorithm is summariZed by FIG. 4a. FIG. 4a
scheduled successively to each bank in a given rank of
memory, the roW-activation commands are alternately sched
uled to different ranks of memory. In the DRAM command

table memory adapter, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, etc.
C. Summary of the Rank Hopping Algorithm
PoWer consumption and heat dissipation considerations
are constraining high performance DRAM memory systems
just as they are constraining high performance processors.
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D. Isomorphism
The scheduling algorithm described herein is illustrated by
a sequence shoWn in FIG. 4a. One skilled in the art can

appreciate that the sequence shoWn by FIG. 4a is not the only

US 7,543,102 B2
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possible sequence due to the implementation of the rank
disclosure. FIG. 5 illustrates tWo additional sequences due to

rank DDRx memory system to B*tBWSt/(B*tBWStHRTRS),
Where B denotes the number of banks, that denotes a time
period that a data burst occupies a data bus of the DDRx

the implementation of the rank hopping scheduling algorithm

memory system, and tRTR 5 denotes a data strobe turnaround

described herein. The top sequence in FIG. 5 shoWs a slight
variation in the sequence from the sequence shoWn in FIG. 411
for a tWo rank, eight banks per rank memory system, and the

time period.

hopping scheduling algorithm in accordance With the present

5. The method according to claim 1, Wherein each sched
uled roW access command is paired With a scheduled column

bottom sequence corresponds to implementation of the rank
hopping algorithm in a tWo rank, sixteen banks per rank
memory system. These sequences are isomorphic in terms of

access command, and the commands in every pair of roW and
column access commands are decoupled.

6. A multi-rank DDRx memory system comprising at least
tWo ranks of memory each having a number of banks, Where
x is an integer greater than or equal to 2 and, and at least one

implementation of the scheduling algorithm, but speci?c
sequences can be optimiZed to obtain better latency charac
teristics or better respect the priority of the individual

memory controller con?gured for executing a programmable
sequence for performing the controller-implemented step of

requests.
The described embodiments of the present disclosure are
intended to be illustrative rather than restrictive, and are not

command scheduling for roW access commands and column

intended to represent every embodiment of the present dis

mand is paired With a consecutively scheduled column access

closure. Various modi?cations and variations can be made
Without departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure as

command, said command scheduling step comprising:

set forth in the folloWing claims both literally and in equiva
lents recogniZed in laW.
What is claimed is:
1. In a multi-rank DDRx memory system having at least
tWo ranks of memory each having a number of banks, Where
x is an integer greater than or equal to 2, a method for per
forming command scheduling for roW access commands and
column access commands, said method comprising:
decoupling the roW access commands from adjacent col

access commands, Wherein each scheduled roW access com

decoupling the roW access commands from paired column
20

column access commands to access different banks;

scheduling the decoupled roW access commands to alter
nating ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory alter
nating ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory, includ
25

command for the scheduled decoupled roW access com
mand to access a different rank than the previous roW

umn access commands, including scheduling adjacent

access command; and

banks;
scheduling the decoupled roW access commands to alter
nating ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory, includ
ing scheduling each decoupled roW access command

including scheduling each decoupled column access
35

previous column access command until there are no
more column access commands that access banks of the

given rank available for scheduling.
40

command based on the rank accessed by the previous
column access command for the decoupled access com
45

previous column access command until there are no
more column access commands that access banks of the

vides for consecutively scheduling ?rst and second decoupled

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the group
50

55

access commands to an identical rank of the different ranks of
60

decoupled roW access command there is a sWitch in rank from
a ?rst rank of the different ranks of the at least tWo ranks of
memory to a second rank of the different ranks of the at least
tWo ranks of memory for a subsequent column access com
mand.

9. The memory system according to claim 6, Wherein the
method increases the maximum bandWidth ef?ciency for the
multi-rank DDRx memory system to B*tBum/(B*
tBWSMRTRS), Where B denotes the number of banks, that
denotes a time period that a data burst occupies a data bus of
the DDRx memory system, and tRTRS denotes a data strobe

decoupled roW access command there is a sWitch in rank from
a ?rst rank of the different ranks of the at least tWo ranks of
memory to a second rank of the different ranks of the at least
tWo ranks of memory for a subsequent column access com

mand.
4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the method
increases the maximum bandWidth ef?ciency for the multi

roW access commands to an identical rank of the different

ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory, if folloWing the ?rst

ing the decoupled roW access commands step provides for
consecutively scheduling ?rst and second decoupled roW
the at least tWo ranks of memory, if folloWing the ?rst

sWitching to an alternate rank of the different ranks of the
at least tWo ranks of memory; and
scheduling the column access commands sequentially to
each of the number of banks of the alternate rank of the
different ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory.

8. The memory system according to claim 7, Wherein the
scheduling the decoupled roW access commands step pro

given rank available for scheduling.
sWitching to an alternate rank of the different ranks of the
at least tWo ranks of memory; and
scheduling the column access commands sequentially to
each of the number of banks of the alternate rank of the
different ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory.
3. The method according to claim 2, Wherein the schedul

7. The memory system according to claim 6, Wherein the

group scheduling step further comprises:

including scheduling each decoupled column access

scheduling step further comprises:

column access command for the decoupled access com

mand to access another bank of the rank accessed by the

the different ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory,

mand to access another bank of the rank accessed by the

group scheduling the decoupled column access commands
to each bank of the number of banks of a given rank of
the different ranks of the at least tWo ranks of memory,
command based on the rank accessed by the previous

command for the scheduled decoupled roW access com
mand to access a different rank than the previous roW
access command;

group scheduling the decoupled column access commands
to each bank of the number of banks of a given rank of

ing scheduling each decoupled roW access command
based on the rank accessed by the previous roW access

roW and column access commands to access different 30

based on the rank accessed by the previous roW access

access commands, including scheduling paired roW and

turnaround time period.
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10. A computer readable medium storing a programmable
sequence capable of being executed by at least one memory
controller for performing the method of command scheduling
for roW access commands and column access commands in a

US 7,543,102 B2
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multi-rank DDRX memory system, Where X is an integer

pattern formed by performing command scheduling of roW

greater than or equal to 2, said method comprising:

access commands and column access commands using the
method of:
decoupling the roW access commands from adjacent col

decoupling the roW access commands from adjacent col

umn access commands, including scheduling adjacent
roW and column access commands to access different

umn access commands, including scheduling adjacent

banks;

roW and column access commands to access different

banks;

scheduling the decoupled roW access commands to alter

nating ranks of memory of the multi-rank DDRX

scheduling the decoupled roW access commands to alter

memory system, including scheduling each decoupled

nating ranks of memory, including scheduling each

roW access command based on the rank accessed by the
previous roW access command for the scheduled

accessed by the previous roW access command for the

decoupled roW access command based on the rank

decoupled roW access command to access a different

scheduled decoupled roW access command to access a

rank than the previous roW access command; and

different rank than the previous roW access command;
and

group scheduling the decoupled column access commands
to each bank of the number of banks of a given rank of
the different ranks of memory, including scheduling

group scheduling the decoupled column access commands
to each bank of the number of banks of a given rank of
the different ranks of memory, including scheduling

each decoupled column access command based on the

rank accessed by the previous column access command

each decoupled column access command based on the

for the decoupled access command to access another

rank accessed by the previous column access command

bank of the rank accessed by the previous column access

20

for the decoupled access command to access another

bank of the rank accessed by the previous column access

command until there are no more column access com

mands that access banks of the given rank available for

command until there are no more column access com

scheduling.

mands that access banks of the given rank available for

11. The computer readable medium according to claim 10,
Wherein the group scheduling step further comprises:
sWitching to an alternate rank of the different ranks of
memory; and
scheduling the column access commands sequentially to
each of the number of banks of the alternate rank of the
different ranks of memory.

scheduling.
25

15. The command sequence pattern according to claim 14,

Wherein the group scheduling step further comprises:

30

sWitching to an alternate rank of the different ranks of
memory; and
scheduling the column access commands sequentially to
each of the number of banks of the alternate rank of the
different ranks of memory.

12. The computer readable medium according to claim 11,
Wherein the scheduling the decoupled roW access commands

16. The command sequence pattern according to claim 15,

step provides for consecutively scheduling ?rst and second

Wherein the scheduling the decoupled roW access commands

step provides for consecutively scheduling ?rst and second

decoupled roW access commands to an identical rank of the

different ranks of memory, if folloWing the ?rst decoupled

35

decoupled roW access commands to an identical rank of the

roW access command there is a sWitch in rank from a ?rst rank

different ranks of memory, if folloWing the ?rst decoupled

of the different ranks of memory to a second rank of the
different ranks of memory for a subsequent column access
command.

roW access command there is a sWitch in rank from a ?rst rank

13. The computer readable medium according to claim 10,

40

Wherein the method increases the maximum bandWidth e?i

17. The command sequence pattern according to claim 14,
Wherein the method increases the maximum bandWidth e?i

ciency for the multi-rank DDRX memory system to B*tBWSt/
(B *tBWSMRTRS), Where B denotes the number of banks, tBum
denotes a time period that a data burst occupies a data bus of
the DDRX memory system, and tRTRS denotes a data strobe

turnaround time period.
14. In a multi-rank DDRX memory system having at least
tWo ranks of memory each having a number of banks, Where
X is an integer greater than or equal to 2, a command sequence

of the different ranks of memory to a second rank of the
different ranks of memory for a subsequent column access
command.

ciency for the multi-rank DDRX memory system to B*tBum/
(B*tBWSt+tRTRS), Where B denotes the number of banks, that
45

denotes a time period that a data burst occupies a data bus of
the DDRX memory system, and tRTRS denotes a data strobe

turnaround time period.
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